
Virtualization is today’s reality. 
Unleash the power of your enterprise..

How many servers do you have only working “part-time”?
How are you managing and securing data on the desktops and 
laptops deployed in your organization?
How much effort is spent managing and maintaining hardware?
How much of avoidable expenses can you recover?
Tech9labs can answer these questions with compelling benefits 
and savings.

www.tech9labs.in

Unleash the power of your enterprise today, starting with a Plan & Design Roadmap.
Call our expert at +91-98111 11220

VIRTUALIZATION | LESS & POWERFUL



Servers: More compute per watt 

Save capital, floor space, and energy by con-
solidating multiple workloads onto fewer 
physical servers. The traditional server-per-
workload paradigm ties up valuable capital, 
drains operational resources and is typically 
underutilized. Server virtualization technolo-
gies can help you:

 Immediate productivity boost
 Reduce power and cooling costs up to 50%
 Streamline daily maintenance and 
    management
 Improve business continuity, resiliency and
   availability of core applications to support  
   higher service levels (SLAs)
ROI: 6 to 9 Months

Desktops: Empowering User with capacity 
anytime, anywhere

Desktop PCs are notoriously underutilized, 
tying up capital, energy resources and 
management resources. Conventional
desktops PCs also limit flexibility and 
productivity, tethering end users to individual 
machines and isolating active files on local 
drives.

Each desktop typically costs $500 yearly to
operate. Virtualization can recover over $300 
of that expense per PC.

 Conserve energy with thin-client efficiency
 Improve productivity with the ability to  
   seamlessly scale up to world-class compute  
   power.

Tech9labs: Beyond Consolidation

 Plan & Design Roadmap

 Servers Virtualization

 Virtual Desktop Assessment

 Performance & Financial-based 
    assessments

 Reduce downtime due to user 
    misconfiguration or component failure.
 Cut management and provisioning costs  
    associated with traditional desktop 
    computing.
 Support end user mobility with on demand  
    access to familiar environments and files  
    from any connected client.



ABOUT
INTEGRATED TECH9 LABS PVT. LTD. 

Tech9Labs defines, designs and delivers 
technology-enabled business solutions 
that would help provide efficient & cost 
effective solutions to complex information 
management requirements through 
innovative application of the latest in 
technology. 

From conception to completion, 
Tech9labs unifies your IT infrastructure, 
protects it and maximizes your business’ 
performance. With over support of 60 
professionals PAN India, we are committed 
to your goals while holding ourselves to 
the highest standards.
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Fight Storage sprawl with Storage
Virtualization 

Modern businesses live and die by the ability to 
effectively capture, store and utilize data.
With the accelerating pace of data growth, 
simply adding disks is no longer enough.

Storage Virtualization unlocks “logical” volumes 
from physical locations, making information 
more readily available to business
applications across the infrastructure.

Storage Virtualization can help you:

 Support business agility by making storage  
    provisioning fast, easy, and flexible
 Extend the value of investments by transpar 
    ently pooling diverse storage assets
 Improve productivity with reliable data  
    access across the organization
 Optimize physical media access for energy  
    efficiency
 Enable easy scalability to keep pace with  
    data demands
 Simplify storage infrastructure management,  
    even to a single point of control


